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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR - DECEMBER ISSUE AND LESSONS LEARNED
The December and first issue of Rock Island Reporter is behind us – thank goodness! And thanks to all of you who sent
messages of support or offers to contribute articles and photographs. It was exciting to get the first mailing out to
everyone, but there were serious lessons for the novice editor during the process. We made mistakes with individual
email addresses, and even ran afoul of the “internet police” on a major service. Oh well, not my first speeding ticket.
My apologies to anyone omitted or inconvenienced, but we remain committed to our mission: getting fans of the Rock
Island anywhere and everywhere in touch with each other, and preserving the memory of the mighty fine line.
Hopefully, this issue will be better than the first, and still be informative and enjoyable. As long as you appreciate it, we
will keep sending it. And one more thing: Send more of your work and photos!

RITS UPDATE: WHAT’S GOING ON AT THE TECHNICAL SOCIETY
THINGS ARE HAPPENING AT RITS – WHAT’S THE LATEST?
We have been hearing talk of a rescue team and an election ballot, plus messages back and forth. Here are some of the
highlights.
LEAD ITEM: A MOTIVATIONAL LETTER FROM A HIGHLY RESPECTED PAST PRESIDENT OF RITS!
To: RITS Directors
Gentlemen,
I hope that I speak for many current and former RITS members in hoping that recent events do no mark the end of our
organization. 2014 marks the 40th anniversary of the founding of RITS and we have seen many ups and downs. The last
five years have been particularly painful, but hopefully we can find a way to put that behind us and find a way to move
forward.
I would like to take an opportunity to follow up on a recommendation made earlier by Ed Fairman. This letter is a formal
request for the board of directors to appoint a small team of past presidents as Trustees of the organization, charging
that team with putting together a proposal for the reorganization of the society. I have spoken to Bob Riebe and he and
I are willing to take part in that team, if you agree. Together, at various time, Bob and I have served as President of RITS
for more than 15 years. I have approached Jeff Spangle, as well and am waiting for his response. I believe that a team
of three would be sufficient to begin this process. We would be empowered to communicate with the membership, as
necessary to be as transparent as possible.
This process could take a significant amount of time as we would have to determine the exact, current state of the
society’s assets and liabilities, including meeting with the immediate past officers, when that is possible, considering
weather and other travel issues.
I do not profess to know the solution, but we continue to believe in the original purposes that caused the organization to
be formed 40 years ago. Much has changed in the passing years. The railroad was dissolved and the whole RR
landscape in the US has changed dramatically. The rail fan, modeling and ex-employee populations have aged and
passed on. We need to find a way for RITS to evolve, too.
I believe that we need to become more of a virtual organization, using the power and economies of electronic
communications in lieu of hard copy publications. Many other RR historical societies have gone this way, finding ways to
expand interest in their RR while sharing technical information for modeling and other purposes. We should encourage
those who desire, merely, a magazine subscription to subscribe to RTR while those who wish to support the aims and
purposes of RITS should continue to be members and support RITS.
I think that there is much we can do with our technical information data base that we can use the internet, intelligently,
to share within the membership and with the broader modeling and railfan community.
There are people who are waiting for our direction to be known to join or increase their participation level. Tom
Brugman’s initial newsletter is a good example. We should find a way to incorporate that into a more formal
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organization. We need an updated website. The various electronic message boards, like RI Models and RITSList
demonstrate that the interest is there. Model manufacturers are still hungry for accurate information on our favorite
railroad, as well as many others.
We would appreciate your endorsement of this effort, and, in fact, will not proceed until we hear from you. (I will be
out of town from later this week until January 20th.)
Thanks for your efforts on behalf of the membership and your consideration of this proposal.
Sincerely, Steve Hile, Past President of RITS [This letter from Steve Hile to the RITS BOD is copied here for the benefit of
RITS members and ex RITS members who may have positive suggestions - TJB]
A BALLOT FOR RITS OFFICERS!
Thu, Jan 9, 2014 10:28 pm
The Nominations form for Officers and Directors for 2014 for RITS was sent to the printer yesterday (Wednesday). I
anticipate that it will be mailed either tomorrow or early next week. It would be great if you could include that bit of
news in your next newsletter. If you do, I think it would be beneficial if ALL Rock Island fans think about what niche RITS
could fill. Then nominate, or have someone who is a member nominate someone who agrees with that vision. Then the
members can decide with their vote, how they want the organization to proceed.
Dennis Opferman
A Recent Message from Ed Fairman [January 2014]
Every day, I get an email from a RITS member volunteering to help with the reorganization. The most recent one was
from a member who lives close to Manley. [RITS] planned to take charge of the archives [last year but was not able to.]
What needs to be done first is to take inventory at Manley.
I decided to hold off leading the reorganization attempt due to potential hernia surgery this month. When I saw the
surgeon in mid-December, he told me that the surgery was not needed, but that I had some nerve damage that needed
to recover. So, its up to 4 aspirins per day until the groin pain disappears. [Hope you are feeling better – Tom]
[Past management] essentially gave the RITS archives to Dan Sabin's railroad related museum in Manley. Dan purchased
a former grocery store and did some remodeling. And he has purchased (?) RI 630 and 652 and moved them to KC to be
made road worthy. He intends to use 652 for football excursions since he already owns the cars used for the Hawkeye
Express.
[RITS} tried to take control of the website last year, but the contract with GoDaddy is in my name and I have paid the
annual cost since 2010 due to the poor financial condition of RITS.
Insider speculation: The last issue of The Rock, stated that the RITS archives were delivered to the Manly museum, under
a condition that RITS may not take any of them back. The speculation is the last leadership was really trying to dissolve
the RITS of all its assets, of both material items and money.
Edward L. Batesla Sun, Dec 29, 2013 7:04 am
[RITS] has been working on getting out a new officer nominations form for new elections. I sent [them] the contact info
for Ag Press for printing and "Snail-Mailing" them out. I would suggest that the remaining members really think about
running for an office. Mr. Fairman has been working on establishing a re-organization committee. You might check with
him to see what progress has been made in this area.
Edward L. Batesla Keep your wheels to the rail!
Dennis Opferman December 2013
I can't really answer this question [about RITS] with anything definitive, until we know what shape the organization takes
for 2014. While yes, the sustaining members are owed a pin and a calendar, all members are owed 4 issues of the
Rocket, which didn't happen. Also, for all to keep in mind, this is a volunteer organization. If someone wishes to
produce a calendar and/or a pin, please step forward.
Dennis Opferman
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Editorial: What does this all mean for the future of RITS?
I hope it means that RITS is not finished. With a little openness and cooperation, it can be preserved and reinvented.
Some of the most successful enterprises in American history have staggered through terrible setbacks at times, and still
prevailed. We all are going to need everyone’s help to get it done for RITS. In words shamelessly stolen from one of our
past US Presidents: “Ask not what RITS can do for you, ask what you can do for RITS, etc.” – Tom

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR RI FANS
ANNOUNCEMENTS, EVENTS, AND PRODUCTS OF GENERAL INTEREST
1. RAILROAD ESTATE SALE – 70 YEAR COLLECTION - IOWA
George E. Niles, Jr. Model Railroad and Railroad Book Collection
HO, Narrow gauge, Brass, Plastic & cast locomotives and rolling stock.
Over 1200 railroad books of all descriptions.
Memorabilia: lanterns, switch keys, builders plates, hats, RR stationery and other items too numerous to mention.
CONTACT: Kim Niles, 515 371-9549 to make an appointment.
[Many of you are familiar with George Niles’ work in film and photographs. Kim Niles is his daughter, and is being assisted by Pete
Rickershaeuser in putting the list of George Niles’ collection together. Kim’s email is nappyasyp@yahoo.com . Subject RR
collection. – Tom]

2. TRAIN SHOW – CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Rock Island in the Cedar Valley [21st year]
Clarion Hotel, 5826 University Ave., Cedar Falls, Iowa
SUNDAY MARCH 30, 2014
SWAP MEET: 9A.M. to 2 P.M.
Digital Program: 2p.m. Till?
Bring your ROCK ISLAND Models and Memorabilia to share with others, to sell or display.
We have a digital program on the Rock Island planned.
Swap Tables are $20.00 for the first and $10.00 for any after that.
Admission: $2.00 Vendors can get in to setup at 7 A.M.
Doors open for the public at 9 A.M.
If you are coming early and want to stay at the Clarion we have a few rooms set side, just mention the Rock Island meet and they
have a $79.00 rate by the 15 of March 2014
The hotel number is 319-277-2239.
For further information: e-mail or call Lee Bertolff for details
E-mail: lebert1942@mchsi.com or call 319-240-5532

3. NEW ROCK ISLAND VIDEO DOCUMENTARY
A new documentary on the Rock Island has been released by Video Perceptions, LLC. “Where the Rock Was – Part I” chronicles the
Golden State Route from Chicago to Allerton, Iowa. Part II, which will be out in spring 2014 will cover the Golden State Route from
Allerton to Tucumcari, New Mexico.
“Where the Rock Was” combines old photographs and new stills and video that document how the Rock Island looked when it was
an operating railroad and how the same scenes look today. It also reviews what buildings, facilities and restored equipment and
rolling stock still exist along the Golden State Route.
Historical photos and narratives provide a look into the building of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad and the cities, towns
and villages that the Rock Island served, and in many cases founded.
“Where the Rock Was” is produced by the son of a life-long Rock Islander that worked for the railroad from 1916 to 1961.
More information on “Where the Rock Was” is available at the website, www.rockislandvideo.com. The documentary can also be
purchased at the website for $25.00 plus $4.00 shipping and handling.
Should you have a railfan group that would like the producer to appear at a future meeting and talk about the making of the
documentary and other planned documentaries on the Rock Island, please click on the comments button at the top of the website
home page at www.rockislandvideo.com and leave a message. Rick McLaughlin - Video Perceptions, LLC
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4. NEW ROCK ISLAND PAINT COLORS FROM TRU-COLOR
News reported on RI Models John Trulson (Posted on RI Models@yahoogroups.com)
John posted: “Tru-Color has just announced three new Rock Island colors to their list; TCP-260 RI maroon, TCP-RI yellow, TCP-RI red.
They already have TCP-100 RI green, TCP-166 RI blue and TCP-197 RI freight car brown. These can be had in either 1oz. or 2 oz.
bottles. John T”
5. DAVE ENGLE LOOKING FOR "THE ROCKET" EMPLOYEE MAGAZINES
Dave says he is looking for good copies of the following RI "The Rocket" employee magazines:
55 Feb Mar May Jun Jul Sep Oct Dec
56 Jan Apr Jun Jul Aug Dec
57 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Nov Dec
58 Jul Aug Nov Dec
59 May Jun Nov Dec
62 Mar Apr
Contact Dave Engle at RIRocket@att.net

ROCK ISLAND FANS AND PHOTO SECTON –PART ONE
WHO IS DOING WHAT? READERS AND WHAT THEY ARE WORKING ON

Arizona
Bill Hanne - Please keep it up--already found a ref to an HO modeler of the RI here in the Tucson area. Got a question, too. Several
years ago at a yard sale I purchased a print entitled "The Great Rock Island Railroad. "Measures some 9 by 36...six coaches with a 44-2 as motive power. Does any reader know about the background, etc. of this print?
With kids visiting the Christmas may be able to take a photo and pass it along. BTW, my Dad, William Hanne, was a 49-year
employee of the RI last working in the Amourdale shops as an electrician in Kansas City; retired in '67.As my system limits the
number of addressees, I'm leaving it to you and the Newsletter. Bill Hanne Green Valley, AZ
[Bill: Sounds like you have one of the reproduction prints of the Rock Island Mother of Pearl Paintings. They were done by RITS
members – who else? I have one too in my office the number on the Atlantic 4-4-2 is 1302; also with 6 cars. There are several
sources of information on this Maybe one of our readers can help you – Tom]

Arkansas
Randy Hubmann has produced RI Calendars for 2014. The first run is completely spoken for, and unfortunately, a second run of the
calendars will not be possible this year owing to increase in printer costs. Randy said the printer raised the price of the calendars so
much that it would be impossible to even break even on another order. But the good news is the RI calendar function has been
picked up-by an interested party. [Thank you Randy.]

England
Neil Butcher 12/21/13
Hi Tom, thanks for the surprise newsletter, very welcome.
My copy of The Rock with its sad news of the demise of RITS has not arrived here yet.
Your newsletter will fill the gap beautifully, keep it up.
If pictures of my 1:32 gauge one fleet are of interest here are a couple:
Only the lead unit of the train is powered (one Mashima 1833, spur geared, per truck) but is making a scale 70mph.
The second is all six MTH derived F units, repowered as above with added details and paint.
Best wishes, Neil Butcher
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[Neil – this the first look I have had of a serious RI layout in large scale. Makes me want to trade in all my HO. – Tom]

Illinois
Stephen Laffey - I am partial to the Rock Island as I grew up in Joliet in the 60s and 70s. I would definitely like to receive future
issues and I would be interested in helping out in whatever way possible. I do quite a bit of writing and editing so I would be happy
to assist in that regard, as well trying to come up with some info for future editions. If you have any ideas or need any assistance,
please drop me an email.
Sincerely, Steve Laffey, Railroad Safety Specialist, Illinois Commerce Commission
[Steve – Nice to hear from a fellow railroad regulator! – Tom]
David Street - I'm a Blue Island resident and son of a R.I. conductor. I now live in the house I grew up in, about 3 blocks up the hill
from the suburban line. At times when its quiet, I hear Metra signaling the crossings and am taken back to when the railroads
employed many in town. Sure wish things didn't have to change.
Possibly of interest to the newsletter, I saw in the local paper obituaries that Daniel D. Signore passed away November 19, 2013 at
age of 94. He was a Blue Island resident, employed 46 years by the R.I. as Engineer. I recall my dad new him fairly well since he was
my pop's engineer many times, sharing the runs south Chicago-Silvis and back. David H. Street
[Thanks David – will pass on the info about Mr Signore’s passing’ Tom]
John Drozdak -. My layout is 12X46 foot and double deck Rock Island fourth sub Illinois Division and the year is 1974 . From Attalisa
to Grillen Iowa , covering the towns of Attalisa , Iowa city ,Tiffin , Marengo, Homestead ,La Dorra , Brooklynn and Grinnel with plans
to make it to NEWTON and MAYTAG . If ever in Chicago area let me know, I do let visitors in. John Drozdak of John's Custom Model
Trains 1-773-545-5936 Annual open house Jan 1st. Following 3 photos provided by John Drodzak
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Harold Krewer - Mid-trained observation cars. Our family made a one-day trip to Chicago on the Peoria Rocket in July 1971 to visit
the Museum Of Science and Industry and we spared no expense, spending the extra $1.25 per person to ride in the parlor car, which
at the time was either Golden Divan or Golden Vista (this being prior to the agreement with Butterworth Tours for providing the
extra-fare service).
I very distinctly remember the inner walls of the rear lounge being curved and windowless. If I dug out the family photo albums I
might even find an old satin-finish Kodak Instamatic print with said wall in the background. Fortunately, I still have the ticket stubs
for that trip in my collection.
Harold Krewer, Causing More Problems Than He Solves Since 1961

Bob Massey on TCP Maroon Paint
From: Robert Massey
To: RI_models <RI_models@yahoogroups.com>; RITSlist <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 3, 2014 1:18 pm
A correction to this paint discussion - per the TCP website, we can expect these 3 'new' RI paint colors to be available starting in
March 2014. Bob Massey
On Friday, January 3, 2014 1:26 AM, Robert Massey wrote:
It's good to see that TCP has now got their RI Maroon paint out - Phil Weibler provided TCP with his RI Maroon paint sample for this
project. Now we'll see how close they got these colors. The RI Yellow & RI Red colors I don't know about - I gave no suggestions for
these for these to TCP - but maybe Phil did?
Bob Massey

Iowa
Douglas Harding - I grew up in a Rock Island town, Indianola IA, and currently live in another, Keosauqua IA. While my main interest
in modeling and history is the M&StL, I have collected a few RI items through the years. Doug Harding
Bob Nicholson - I would like to provide material for the ROCK ISLAND REPORTER NEWSLETTER, but cannot do it on a consistent
basis. Currently, I am looking for photos I have of the turntable at Keokuk. I will submit them for publication when I find them.
Bob Nicholson (having 20-years of trouble-causing problems seniority over Harold Krewer!)
Bill Sibley - It's great to correspond and hear from fellow RI fans.
I am working on my experiences while a student at the U of Iowa in Iowa City 1965-1969. I have a lot of memories but being a
student means I didn't have first hand information on what was really going on.
I did get to ride some of the passenger trains including the Rocky Mountain Rocket #7, the Corn Belt Rocket #10, and once on #6 the
des Moines-Chicago mail train. Can anyone help me with operations, consists, etc. during that era? Thank you. Bill Sibley
[Bill - We’ll see if one of our readers can help you with that. – Tom]
Denny Davids - I was once a member of RITS and have high regard for the history. My uncle was track Supt. on the Gowrie Line ,
Sibley, IA.to Gowrie, IA. My Grandfather was Tower operator at Sibley at CSTPM &O / RI crossing. The RI yard has just been
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purchased by the City of Sibley from the UP. It will serve Time well drainage pipe manufacturing. Thanks, Denny Davids, Sibley, Iowa
Gary Groat -- I have no idea why, but just came across this newsletter in my "trash" file. Somehow, someone, accidently deleted it
without my knowledge and I just caught it! You've done a hell of a job putting this first one together and anyone receiving it should
be pleased. It is hectic everywhere now through the 1st of the year but want you to know that Rich Hansen and I will have the
Microscale early Rock Island switcher and roadswitcher decal set in N scale available sometime around the 1st of February. We do
not have a print date or price yet although it will be a double sheet set (as my HO one was) I'd love to run it again if I thought there
was enough interest. I apologize it took me so long to see it but I think it came out great. Merry Christmas and a healthy New Year to
you and family......Gary Groat

Kansas
Hofman, Jack L. - Thanks for including me on your list. I love the rock Island and appreciate your work on this. Look forward to
reading your attachments and seeing what is going on. jack
Jack L. Hofman, Ph.D. KSU

Maryland
Richard Lind - I’m not a RITS member but remember it well, since I grew up in Burlington, Iowa and rode it often to visit my
grandmother in nearby Morning Sun. I have a few Rock Island models in S scale. When I was in junior high school I was interested in
modeling the Rock Island and took photos of the Morning Sun depot and the engine facilities in Burlington. They were in the process
of converting the old steam facility into a modern diesel facility and I photographed all the buildings and may have a series of photos
taken from the bluff above during construction. I think I donated the Burlington photos to the Des Moines County Historical Society.
Richard Lind

Michigan
John Ford - My Rock Island background. I've lived in Michigan all my life, but my mother came from east central Iowa. She was born
in Traer, IA on the branch that ran west from Vinton to Reinbeck. It was the former BCR&N. It crossed, on a separated grade, the
C&NW branch that came north from Belle Plaine. The Rock is long gone, but the C&NW depot still exists as a restaurant. I guess
that's where my love for the railroad came from. John Ford

Minnesota
Ken Zeiszler - I have modeled the RI in HO scale in the past but have been inactive with it for several years. However I still enjoy
reading and hearing about the railroad. If and when I come across anything regarding the RI here in Minnesota I shall pass it on to
you. Ken Zeiszler
Paul C. Nelson - Hello Tom, Wow - what a great Christmas present! Thank you for including me on your e-mail Rock newsletter. I
thought I was down to "Remember the Rock" as my Rock Island source of info. I retired at the end of June and am in the process of
building a new HO scale layout. It is based on the Rock Island and Minneapolis & St. Louis railroads. I grew up in Southwest
Minnesota (Luverne) which was on the RI route to Aberdeen, SD, so I planning to include some of those locations. I also belong to
the Great Northern and Soo Line historical societies but find the Rock Island as the most interesting.
I am presently working on converting a "war emergency" mill gondola into a TOFC model.
Once again, thank you for taking the initiative to move on and produce your newsletter. Paul C. Nelson
Ken Jensen - I have replaced all the horn/hook couplers with “Micro-Train” couplers including my R.I. locomotives (the latter done
by the Train Cellar in Lincoln, NE). Selling it is not my priority. Having someone else able to use and enjoy it is. And if I could help
the RITS benefit, all the better.
I could also write a brief reminiscence about when I was a kid if you are hard up for material. On Saturday night, after buying our
groceries for the week, we would go to the Atlantic depot to see the westbound R.I. Rocky Mountain Rocket. I’ve always been
curious as to what was the number of the eastbound passenger local which arrived prior to the Rocket. I was too little to remember
what steam power was on it and when it was discontinued. I remember riding on it once to Des Moines when I was six or seven.
-Ken Jensen

Missouri
Daniel Schroeder - I am a fan of the Rock Island with my interest dating back to the late Fifties as a youngster (5 or 6) watching my
Dad play semipro baseball at the ball field at Vigus, MO. Seems a RI freight would come by some Sunday afternoons and roll parallel
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to the 3rd base line. Vigus, on the St. Louis-Kansas City line was the site of a large quarry which was rail served and I would guess the
RI may have gotten ballast from a time or two. It was maybe 5 miles west of the Lackland MO depot.
So as a high school kid, I built a scanner from a kit and could hear the RI dispatcher on the Centaur radio giving train orders to the
daily RI train. I could ride my bike out to Vigus, (maybe 3 miles), and maybe get a photograph of it.
So, as a railfan, I have been around many areas the RI served and photographed many locomotives and some depots. I have just
started using a scanner to digitalize my slide collection and tried my hand at doing 35mm negatives. I have attached an image from a
1978 trip thru Oklahoma to Las Vegas. Stopped in El Reno, a big railroad town back then. The negatives do not come out as well as
the slides, but it is historic just the same. You can use any of the images that I can dig up if you see fit.

Figure 1 CRIP 4315, I believe Northbound, at El Reno, OK yard late February 1978.Photo by Daniel Schroeder

As a bit of info, RRpicturearchives has a few of Lew Schneider images that include RI trains in the St. Louis area in 1950's. Here is a
link: http://lewrail.rrpicturearchives.net/archivethumbs.aspx?id=60176 his RI stuff is on page 2, has CRIP627 on point of CB&Q-CRIP
Zephyr, also steam and diesels at Lackland, MO,
(if link does not work, lookup "Contributor Sites" click "S", look for Lew Schneider. then "St. Louis and vicinity railroads in the 1950s"
I also have been putting images on that site, from the 1970's to 2013. (Haven't got any RI posted yet), link here:
http://dieseldan1954.rrpicturearchives.net/ mostly action images of Midwestern roads. Daniel Schroeder
Three More Photos by Dan Schroeder:

Figure 2 CRIP 818 ready for duty at the Rock Island's small Lackland yard in suburban St. Louis.
April 8 1978. Photo by Dan Schroeder
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Figure 3 CRIP 4536 East, Train 74, rolling through Olivette, MO, on the St. Louis Subdivision,
soon to be on TRRA trackage to reach Carrie Ave yard in downtown St. Louis. 7:05AM
July 4, 1978. Photo by Dan Schroeder

Figure 4 CRIP 4542 East, Train 74, tied down and waiting for a relief crew at Vigus, MO 12:45 PM
February 6, 1978. On the St. Louis Subdivision. Photo by Dan Schroeder

Jeff Carlson - Here's the full-sized shot of the KSTU I mentioned, along with a bonus shot of the 630 & 652 in Kansas City that I took
yesterday.
For caption info, you can go with "Relatively recently, the two RI E's (630 & 652) at Mid-America in KC were moved outside of the
shop's fenced-in enclosure to a spot that's out in the open. It doesn't look like much has been done to them while in the shop,
though they're now missing their nose logos. I'm not sure if the logos were removed by MAC's people, or if they were
commandeered by local "fans."
Apparently they were to head to the museum in Manly, though progress appears to have stalled. Any updates on this?"
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1 Photo by Jeff Carlson

2 Photo by Jeff Carlson

Montana
Dick Reedquist - Hi Tom: Steve Pelles forwarded your R.I. Reporter Newsletter to me, and I read through it. I think you have
produced an interesting and informative newsletter for R.I. fans, and wish you the best in continuing its production. I especially liked
the four color photos of early R.I. diesels, as that is the main era that I model in both HO and O gauge, on my two layouts.
I was a past officer of the RITS for many years, prior to the latest officers, and organized our local RITS members meetings and
participation in a R.I./RITS display at train shows for 20 years in the Denver, CO. area. I am Cc'ing this to many of those Denver area
R.I. fans and modelers, as I'm sure they will want to receive your R.I. Reporter and join your mailing list too.
We recently moved from Casper, WY., to Kalispell, MT., and I am preparing my new train room to re-set up my train layouts and add
to them in my larger train room. Dick Reedquist.
[Sorry about the email distribution on the first issue, Dick. You are on the list, but Gmail shut me down after the first 500 names and
a number of addresses got lost. Chalk it up to a rookie mistake on my part. I will be dividing the distribution list on the next issue.
Tom]

Netherlands
Jan Van Gerwen - Tom, thank you very much for the first Newsletter, it holds a lot of information I can use.
I am modeling the Clay Center line, well not fully prototypical, but key elements and buildings will be there.
You can find my progress at www.janbouli.com . Jan Van Gerwen
The Netherlands ( probably where your ancestors are from ) [probably true. Thanks, Jan. –Tom]
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New York
David Friedman - What a fine mess. I will continue to be hopeful that someone resumes the society. Dave

North Carolina
Bill Schultz - What a nice surprise! Someone actually interested in keeping memories of the RI alive. I gave up my membership in
RITS several years ago after learning about the embezzlement of funds by a former president. The $35 membership fee was
ridiculous for what were we getting.
I am a former RI employee. I worked at Burr Oak and surrounding areas from 1956 to 1961 while in college. The RI paid for my
education. I have great memories of those days and I am still a railfan to this day. I even do volunteer work with Amtrak on the
trains that run through NC.
Please keep up your efforts with the newsletter.
Have you had any contact with Tom Sandlin in Texas? He is a former RI trainmaster and has done a lot of work with oral histories of
the RI. He interviewed me here in NC several years ago. Thanks again. Keep me on the mailing list. Bill Schultz. (Thanks for the kind
words Bill. Tom Sandlin is alive and well – Tom B]

Oklahoma
Tim Hopkins - Wow! You bet keep it coming. Used to be a RITS member until about 2 or 3 years ago because of all the fighting going
on, and publications not on time ,or not at all. They wanted to run it like the rock, I guess!! into the ground. and I didn't want to be a
part of it. but I ,still have a El Reno ,Rock Island day. Tim Hopkins Enid, Okla. 60mi north on n/s mainline. Grain train country.

Oregon
Michael "Hawkeye" Herman - Thanks so much for the RIRR newsletter. Very much appreciated.
I was born and raised in the Quad Cities ... the RIRR is in my blood ... as a longtime professional touring blues musician I have further
immortalized the RIRR in song ... my song, "Rocket to Chicago" about traveling on the old RIRR 'Chicago Rocket' from Davenport, IA
to Chicago/LaSalle St. Station and my describing the Route of the Rockets' along the way ... please check this out:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-g1MAHczyg&feature=c4-overview-vl&list=PLAB164CD49A9D280B
... and please feel free to pass along the link to this video to anyone who might be interested.
Thanks again for sending me the newsletter. Happy Holidays! Cheers and Best,
www.HawkeyeHerman.com Michael "Hawkeye" Herman

Texas
Thomas Sandlin - Subject: Re: obit notice from Anita Tribune
Ken was not one of my oral history guys, but the name kinda rings a bell. A wild guess - wonder if he might have been- a track
supervisor when I was at Belleville in '67 - '68. Tom Sandlin
Message below from Marsha Dahl-Huff wrote:
I brought home the newspaper obit for Kenneth L Armstrong who lived in Anita for some time. It states he worked for RI for 44
years and was an Assistant Road Master. Didn't know if Tom ever had talked with him or not. He's not a person I remember from
home so he may have moved in after the shutdown and by then I wasn't in town that much. Mark [Passed on to our readers as info.
– Tom B]
John Hodson - Dear Tom, Thank you for publishing the ROCK ISLAND REPORTER and e-mailing me a copy. My three cousins worked
for the Rock Island from the middle fifties, two of them until the last day, and they went on to work for the UP. The third cousin
went to the IC and then to the SP, and apparently for the UP before he died of cancer in 1993. I would have worked for the Rock
Island except that there was a downturn in traffic when I was applying and instead went to work for the C&NW as a bridge
carpenter, returning from active duty with the United States Marine Corps for another year with the C&NW (CStPM&O) before I
became a boomer going to the Santa Fe in their Engineering Department. It was a great ride on the railroads and the Marine Corps,
too.
Again thanks for the copy of the REPORTER.
Do you know whether the RITS will publish another issue of The Rocket? I don’t know what issue was the last one; the last one I
bought was Issue 3, 2012 with the Iowa Interstate engine on the front at Cedar Falls. Iowa.
Cordially, John Hodson

Vermont
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Jim Jones - I enjoyed this newsletter and am impressed with its professional appearance. Bravo! The Rock Islands connection with
Colorado & Southern Railway's Falcon, Colorado branch (originally the Denver & New Orleans RR mainline) is of particular interest to
me. My 300 page chronicle DENVER & NEW ORLEANS: In The Shadow Of The Rockies was published by Sundance Publications of
Denver in 1997. Research and oral histories from Rock Island employees provided some terrific photos and memories of Falcon,
Colorado on the line connecting Limon to Colorado Springs. It was sad watching the Cadillac & Lake City operations end, with the
subsequent clean-up train and scrapping over Tip Top, near Peyton, the highest point on the Rock Island system. I would be
interested in writing an article or two for the cause. Though I have returned to my native Vermont, the Rock is never far from my
thoughts. Merry Christmas! James R. "Jim" Jones
[Jim: Would be happy to include your work. Tom]

Washington
Steve Hedlund - Thanks Tom for the newsletter because it explains why I have not gotten anything from RITS. I re-joined in March
and have not heard or gotten anything despite emailing RITS about it,
- Steve Hedlund... modeling the CRI&EP and the EP&SW

State Unknown – [please update me – Tom]
Richard Steelman - Please include me in the newsletter mailings. I am a close friend of Bob Massey and share your interest in the
Newsletter.
I will happily support you and wish you nothing but success and reward for your efforts. A good friend of mine did the exact same
thing for the GTW group several years ago. Published in a word program and sent via E mail. He is a known book author so it was
done very well. So, it's a proven medium that works and the price is right! You will be able to build on this to whatever you have in
mind.
There are many society's that have E news letters heavy with modeling. The CNW is probably one of the best. I think it's definitely
the way to go. Congratulations on your first publication. I consider it a rounding success and it will develop in time to match the
efforts of all involved. Richard Steelman

Michael Patrylo - Nice job. I'm 65 and JUST got interested in the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific after a friend of mine gave me an N
scale passenger set. Since then I've bought some freight equipment and a few books. Boy! why did it take me so long. Mike P
Rich Gajnak – message to Dave Engle
Subject: Re: RI in S Gauge
Dave, were you looking for past offerings also? If so, here's what I've dug up.
OVER SHS's history, they also offered:
# unknown: Rock blue PS-2 two bay covered hopper
00214: Rock Island GSC 50' Flat
00180: Rock Island TOFC 50' flat w/trailer
00601, 00602: Rock Island (red w/black roof) International Car Extended Vision caboose
01175: Rock Island 55 ton panel side open twin hopper (three car set)
01174: Rock Island 55 ton panel side open twin hopper (single car)
Several years back before SHS went under, they did a run of three steel rebuilt USRA boxcars for the Badgerland club for the Fall S
Fest several years ago. One in silver, one boxcar red and one express boxcar in green.
Further back, (late 90's) the Chicagoland club offered Pacific Rail Shops 40' boxcar kits in green as express cars, 4 different numbers
as Fall S Fest cars.
I don't recall the years for the S Fest cars, though. Rich [Forwarded for our S gauge readers = Tom]

Virginia
Tom Brugman – Thought I would send a photo of my incomplete and disassembled RI layout. All built on portable tables – 14 of
them – because the real railroad I worked for had the nasty habit of transferring me without warning. This was my depiction of
“Peoria Junction” at Rock Island, IL. Passenger platform at right. This is where the mainline curves up to the Government Bridge. An
area I spent a lot of time photographing in my youth.
Hand laid switches and diamonds combined with customized commercial switches. Operation was very smooth – close to zero
derailments. Unfortunately had to fold it all up and store it with the last move. No space for it now. Tom
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1 Photo by Tom Brugman

ROCK ISLAND LINES FREIGHT TRAIN SCHEDULE – 1964
And finally, for your enjoyment and layout planning enjoyment, I leave you with this copy of the Rock Island
1964 freight schedule in schematic format. Next page.
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END
Next issue – 2nd Quarter 2014
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ROCK ISLAND REPORTER
128 Whittier Circle, Falls Church, Virginia 24046
Thomas Brugman, publisher and editor – Email: Tbrug@aol.com
Continued thanks to Dave Engle for providing invaluable contacts and material assistance that helped get the second issue off the
ground.
Coverage
The newsletter covers the history of the Rock Island Railroad in document and miniature. It is devoted to its readers – anyone and everyone
who has interest in the Rock Island.
This e-newsletter, sent by e-mail at least quarterly, is free of charge to all subscribers. Please contact me by email to request your name be
added to or removed from the distribution list.
Advertising
We accept no advertising at this time, but if you have a new Rock Island product we will try to give you a plug.
Copyright notice
This newsletter is available free of charge, but the editor and publisher reserves the right to control of any original material contained.
However, anyone may quote bits of articles, with attribution, under the fair use doctrine.
Comment
We hope you found this newsletter interesting and worthy of further issues. Email comments suggesting improvements would be
appreciated. Pats-on-the-back are also appreciated.
Cancellation
If you do not wish to receive copies of this newsletter, we will immediately remove you. Please email us. This is a simple newsletter and we
are only concerned with the Rock Island RR. We do not participate in any spam activities and will not share your email address with outside
parties.

